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Ultrahigh Mass Resolution (rn/Amr > 400,000) Glow Discharge
Mass Spectrometry: Direct Analysis of Heavy Isotope Mixtures

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the universal axioms of elemental mass spectrometry Is that at some point

during an analysis It will become necessary to overcome Isobaric interferences. These

result from species of the same nominal mass as the analyte, can be polyatomic Ions,

doubly charged species, Pnd overlapping Isotopes, and serve to Interfere in the

analysis of an isotope of interest. Usually only polyatomic ions and doubly charged

species are considered as possible interferences during an analysis: it should be

noted, however, that separation of peaks due to overl:boing isotopes is often more

difficult.

Two schemes have been proposed to overcome the problems of isobaric

Interferences: discrimination and elimination/suppression, and both have been used

with some success [1], In quadrupole glow discharge mass spectrometry (GDM$), for

example, King and Harrison [2] and later Marcus and Duckworth (31 used collision

Induced dissociation to eliminate polyatomio interferences. Although this methodology

is sound, scattering loss of the parent ion (M*) and the spread of kinetic energies of

the product Ions have prevented widespread application of this approach,

Many practitioners of GOMS have used commercial magnetic sector glow

discharge mass spectrometers to combat interferences. With working

resolution of - 6000 20,000 for these instruments, it is possible to resolve the u

masses of many interfering species from those of analyte ions of interest [4]. it should

be noted, however, that for some typical diatomic Ion interferences, such as dimers,



oxides, and argides, the mass resolution required to effect separation from an analyte

of the same nominal mass varies from a few thousand to in excess of 60,000 [1] and

is thus often not available on the commercial Instruments.

Previously, we have shown that the coupling of a glow discharge (GD) with a

Fourier transform Ion cyclotron resonance (FTICR) mass spectrometer provides

resolution far In excess of any other GDMS Instrumentation (5,6]. The combination of

a radio-frequency glow discharge with FTICR mass analysis, and resolution to 40,000,

has also been reported (7]. n "h~s note, wo ,hc!,, results that exceed those previni,.v

published for any GDMS instrument by a factor of ten.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

The glow discharge / external ion source Fourier transform ion cyclotron

resonance mass spectrometer used In this study will be described In detail elsewhere

[8], Briefly, a coaxial cathode glow discharge was attached in place of the normal

source body of a Bruker APEX 47e external ion source FTICR mass spectrometer.

One new addition to the source was the capability to cryocool the entire housing with

liquid nitrogen. The instrument Itself was pumped by three Edwards Coolstar

cryogenic pumps with separate pumping for the source region (640 I/s for argon), ion

optics and transfer region (275 Vs for argon), and analyzer region (275 Vs for argon),

No additional pumping or modification of the instrument, other than removal of the

standard electron ionization/chemical Ionization source, was required to configure the

instrument with the glow discharge source.
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The GD was formed about a pin cathode 1 to 3 mm in diameter by 10 to 15

mm in length. With the cathode held at a constant -1000 to -1500 volts, the discharge

current was 1 to 3 mA. The discharge support gas for this study was argon,

maintained at 63.3 - 106.6 Pa In the source region. The pressure outside the cell wa8

6.7 x 10V. - 1.1 x 10.1 Pa and the analyzer pressure was 1,3 x 10". - 5.3 x 10*' Pa

(uncorrected cold cathode gauge reading). GD Ions were extracted from a 0.5 mm

diameter ion exit orifice by a -3 kV accelerating potential and focused (using the

instrument's standard Ion optics) Into the center of a 4.7 T superconducting magnet.

A set of ion deflection plates (used for x-, and y-deflection) were pulsed to allow ions

to enter the analyzer cell, but prior to doing so the ions were de-accelerated. All of

the GD generated ions were admitted into the analyzer during a 20 - 100 msec

accumulation period, trapped, and subsequently mass analyzed. Ion injection was

followed by resonant ion excitation using a narrow band single frequency pulse for

high resolution detection. High mass resolution measurements were made by

digitizing the time-domain free ion decay for 2 - 3 s over a 0.5 - 1.0 amu wide window,

and 500 - 1000 time-domain transients (6k) were averaged prior to Fourier

transformation,

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

One of the concerns when dealing with materials resulting from, e.g., fission

processes, is the relative abundances (isotopic ratios) of certain Isotopes: two well

known examples are the ratio of 135U to 136U, and the ratio of any of a number of
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plutonium isotopes to 23Pu. Complicating the problem of measuring the Isotopic ratios

of these radiologically hazardous species Is the fact that in some samples 23U and
23Pu will both be present, and to varying degrees. Typically, to perform this type of

analysis it is necessary to begin with a time consuming chemical separation prior to

the isotopic measurement. During this process potentially hazardous sample handling

steps are introduced. By using ultra-high resolution Fourier transform mass

spectrometry (FTMS) coupled with the solid sampling capabilities afforded by the GD It

should be possible to perform these measurements without the necessity of a

chemical separation. To avoid handling radioactive isotopes in the initial stages of this

work, proof of principle experiments were performed using two different pairs cf

isotopes that require approximately the same mass resolution as the 23U • 23Pu

isotopes for separation; '•'Hg and 'Q'Pt, and 2'Pb and 2°1Hg. For reference,

separation of peaks due to 23OU+ and 23Pu* (which differ in mass by I part in 194,000)

requires resolution of > 200,000.

Figure 1 Illustrates a high resolution mass spectrum generated from a cathode

prepared by pressing mercury oxide powder (10% mercury by weight) and platinum

powder (10% platinum by weight), with silver powder as the balance. The 198Hg" and

196 Pt' Isotopes differ in mass by 1 part In 176,000, and it Is obvious that with an

instrumental resolution in excess of 650 k (FWHH), complete baseline separation is

achieved. The relative ratios of '"9 Hg' and 198 Pt+ are Influenced by a number of

factors, Including their natural Isotopic abundances and relative sensitivities in the GD.

We have found that GDO-FTMS isotopic measurement precision can be better than 2%
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relative standard deviation (RSD at I a) [9]. Prior results have also demonstrated

quantification, with an accuracy of better than 5% [5].

Similar to Figure 1, Figure 2 Illustrates almost complete separation of the 2°4Pb+

and 204Hg* ions as generated from a cathode that was prepared from lead oxide (10%

lead by weight) and mercury oxide (10% mercury by weight) with the balance being

silver powder. Although the resolution required to separate these two Isotopes is >

460,000, almost baseline separation is achieved. As point of note, the lower

instrument resolution is the result of a shorter digitization period (2 $ instead of 3s).

The ability of GD - FTMS to separate the closely-spaced isotopic pairs shown in

Figures 1 and 2, coupled with the relatively small amount of sample preparation

necessary prior to analysis, suggests that it may be the method of choice for analysis

of low levels of plutonium In the presence of uranium. Experiments to assess and

improve the dynamic range of such determinations are In progress.

4. CONCLUSIONS

A glow discharge ion source coupled to a Fourier transform ion cyclotron

resonance mass spectrometer has been shown to be capable of resolving peaks of

several closely-spaced isotopic pairs. An ultimate instrumental resolution of 650 k

(FWHH) was achieved, enough to effect base-line separation of 1"Hg* from "PtV.

Zuseqaengy resolution of 450 k was ob I.k..emough to effect near base-line

separation of 204Pb from 2'Hg*. This technique holds the promise as an alternative to

more commonly used methods for the analysis of fission products, where necessary
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sample pretreatment can be both time consuming and potentially hazardous.

5. SUMMARY

A number of advantages can be realized in the coupling of glow discharge (GD)

sources to Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance (FTICR) mass spectrometers.

Foremost among these is mass resolving power in the range of I part in 200,000 to

700,000, a considerable Improvement over all currently-available commercial

instrumentation, which has a maximum resolution of 20,000. At the higher resolving

power closely-spaced isotopic pairs such as "8U and 2 pPu, 19-Hg and "9"Pt, and 2('Pb

and X4Hg can be analyzed without the conventional time consuming chemical

separation step that normally precedes an isotopic measurement.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

1. High resolution GD.F --iCR mess spectrum of a compacted cathode consisting

of mercury oxide (, -c/ mercury by weight) and platinum powder (10% platinum

by weight) wlih .,,* balance as silver powder, over the mass range 197.9630 -

197.972 u; m / Am 8 650,000 (FWHH) at nominal mass 198.

2. High resolution GD-FT-ICR mass spectrum of a compacted cathode ct~nslsting

Jf lead oxide (10% lead by weight) and mercury oxide (10% mercury by weight)

with the balance as silver powder, over the mass range 203.9595 - 203.9855 u;

m I Am - 450,000 (FWHH) at nominal mass 204.
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